EMERGENCY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

Less downtime.
Lower total costs.
Drivers like TTN because we keep them informed
and get them back on the road, fast. Breakdown and
maintenance managers like us for the very same reasons.

What Matters to Your Drivers Matters to Us.
We manage breakdown events to ensure the right providers are assigned, services are being performed
as requested, and no more time, labor or materials are used than necessary. We also ensure accuracy by
auditing every invoice we manage.
We minimize downtime with modern technology. We maximize uptime with greater compliance. We
lower maintenance costs with smart workflow and cost-reduction data. Our customers benefit from
greater flexibility, transparency, and on-time performance.
The secret to our success is the strength of our network. We can reach most breakdowns, anywhere in
the U.S., within approximately 45 minutes, often less.
We lower costs by eliminating phone calls and immediately connecting with service providers with whom
we’ve already negotiated the industry’s lowest rates. Typically, we have our clients’ vehicles back on the
road within less than two hours.
Maintenance managers at most of the industry’s 100 largest “for hire” and “private” transportation fleets
supplement their staff or maintenance processes with services from TTN. What we do for them, we can
customize for you. You’ll benefit from higher performance and better results.
Achieve competitive advantage with emergency roadside services from TTN Fleet Solutions.
Sign Up Today
Accessing TTN Emergency Roadside Assistance services and the industry’s largest, most reliable network
of towing, maintenance, and repair professionals is easy.
Just visit: ttnfleetsolutions.com/emergencyroadsideassistancesignup.
Enhanced breakdown management and lower total costs are just a click away. Get started today.

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT TTN?
There’s no better partner for fleet owners, operators, or maintenance managers.
We resolve the challenges facing fleet maintenance professionals. To arrange an
introduction, contact your TTN Fleet Representative or email sales@ttnfs.com

